
Corson: 'Community Solutions'
To City-University Problems

NLRB Hearing
Gets Under Way

In an historic appearance
before the Ithaca Common
Council, Cornell President Dale
R- Corson said last night that he
Would seek "community
solutions" to problems existing
between the University and the
city.

Corson, who addressed the
Council at the invitation of Mayor
Jack K. Kiely, disclosed that the
University Board of Trustees had
charged him with the
responsibility of analyzing the
University's relationship to the
city and its responsibilities to
Ithaca.

"Such an analysis must
necessarily be made against the
background of the serious
financial problems which the city
has, and the serious financial
Problems which the University
has," Corson said.

"The one feature that I expect
l ° characterize anything that
develops from this analysis."
Corson commented, "will be the
determination to seek fewer ad
hoc solutions to problems and to
seek more permanent or general
solutions."

Corson. who goodnaturedly
reminded the Council that in
addition to being the new
President of the University, he
had been a resident of the
community for some 23 years.
said that he had taken an active
Part in community affairs and "I

the University to be an

active participant in community
matters. Consequently. I will look
to find community solutions to
problems rather than unilateral
University solutions."

During his address, the first
such appearance by a Cornell
University president in recent
history, Corson also noted both
the contributions made by the

property owned by the University
in the city and the county.

Corson also discussed the
question of stability on the
campus, noting that it was a
topic of "natural concern" within
the community.

"I can make no guarantees on
this matter." Corson said. "I can
tell you that the University is far

Test imony concern ing
Cornell's economic impact
outside the Ithaca area, and
stretching outside the state and
even the nation, marked the
opening day in City Hall
Wednesday of a National Labor
Relations Board hearing on
Cornell's petition to have the
NLRB take jurisdiction in labor
matters at the University.
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University to the community as
well as some of the problems
generated by his presence.

Among the "contributions"
outlined by the Cornell president
were the provision of
educational, cultural and athletic
opportunities and the economic
impact of the University in the
form of payrolls, taxes paid and a
variety of direct support
activities.

The "problems" mentioned by
Corson included the need for
expanded city services in such
areas as fire and police
protection and sewers, as well as
the large amount of tax exempt

Thursday, November 6. 1969

Personnel Director Diedrich K.
Willers and Purchasing Director
Wallace C. Rogers were on the
stand Wednesday, as Cornell
was joined by Syracuse
University in asking that the
federal board overturn a 1951
decision and take jurisdiction in
cases involving institutions of
higher education.

Currently, representational
matters involving four labor
groups at the University are
pending before the State Labor
Relations Board, which is now
taking jurisdiction.

Rogers, whose office handles
the bulk of purchasing done by
the university, testified that total
purchases during fiscal 1968-69
came to $24,360,000, of which
$8,220,000 was for goods

Continued on Page 5

Faceoff Minus 350 Hours

y°U REALLY GOTTA LIKE HOCKEY — Student fans of Cornell's
championship ice hockey team lined up some 1,000 strong in Barton Hall at
trte end of last week awaiting the start of student hockey ticket sales Sunday
«f ornmg. The first person in line waited some 90 hours to get tickets.
^Onstudent ticket sales for faculty, staff and townspeople start this Sunday at
" 3"rn m Teagle Hall. The Cornell varsity sextet opens its home season at 8
D-rn. November 15 in Lynah Rink againsl a freshman contingent. On
November 22. it hosts Western Ontario.

better organized than it was in
the past to deal with these
problems. Our fundamental
concern is supplying an
atmosphere that" is appropriate to
University education. In order to
do this, not only must we
maintain order on the campus,
but we must also do our best to
solve the underlying problems
which have led to so much
unrest on university campuses
during recent years."

A Soupcon
Of Suspicion

Fall Weekend at Cornell
is traditionally a time for
journalistic pranks. Cornell
Chronicle has learned that
it may be the object of
such a prank and simply
wants to alert its readers
that Fall Weekend starts
tomorrow.

Beware any imitation.

Controversy
Continues

The statement of Alfred E.
Kahn, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, in last week's
Cornell Chronicle regarding the
course on the Cuban Revolution
now being taught in the
College. has resulted in
responses from L. Pearce
Williams, chairman of the
Department of History, and from
Nestor Cruz, graduate adviser to
the Cuban Student Society
These responses are on page 6
of this issue of Cornell Chronicle.

There has been one further
development. J Mayone Stycos.
chairman of the Department of
Sociology, reports that at a
meeting of the department
executive committee last Friday.
Cruz presented his point of view
and. following a discussion,
accepted the proposal that a
lecture series on Cuba be
instituted.

Subsequently. Dean Kahn, at
Stycos' request, authorized the
financing of this lecture series
and agreed to appoint a
committee to assist in the lecture
organization of the series.

Study Group Analyzes
Libraries' Future Needs

It takes six linear miles of new
shelving each year to keep up
with the present rate of growth in
Cornell University Libraries.

Faced with this situation, a
year-long analysis of the future
needs of the Libraries has been
launched by a 15-member,
faculty-administration Library
Study Committee.

The committee, headed by
Francis E. Mineka, the Class of
1916 Professor of English, heard
reports by President Dale R.
Corson and David Kaser. director
of the libraries, at its first meeting
yesterday.

The committee is an

outgrowth of a meeting last
spring during which Corson,
former President James A.
Perkins and Stuart M. Brown
Jr.. vice president for academic
affairs, discussed the libraries'
needs. Brown was asked at the
meeting to select a committee
for the study.

"The problem is." Brown said,
"that Olin Library is filling up very
rapidly. That means we have to
plan right now what to do."

Brown said the critical space
situation in the libraries led to
estimates being made last year
of the cost of a library addition at
Continued on Page 5

Six Miles of Shelf Per Year

LIBRARY GROWTH — Six linear miles of shelf per year are needed to keep
j jp with Cornell University Libraries growth rate Future needs of Libraries are
now being analyzed
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Ministry Council Responds CURWBoard Chairman Davis
To CURW Committee Report Puts Evaluation in Perspective
I \J V-» \J l \ V V VanVsl I I I I I I I I V*V* rS-W|^V/l I Tom E. Davis, professor of setting forth recommendatio
(The Executive Committee of

the United Ministry Council at
Cornell has released a statement
in response to the report of the
Committee on Cornell United
Religious Work (CURW)-
University Relations of the
CURW Council, the Konvitz
Committee. (See Cornell
Chronicle for Oct. 23. 1969).

The United Ministry is one of
several "constituent groups" in
CURW and is a result of the
merger of campus ministry
operations of five
denominations: Baptist.
Disciples of Christ. Presbyterian.
Reformed and United Church of
Christ.

The United Ministry Council
statement has been sent to the
CURW Council as well as to the
Commission on United
Ministries in Higher Education in
the State of New York by Eugene
C. Erickson. associate professor
of rural sociology and United
Ministry Council chairman.)
I. INTRODUCTION

The basic question raised by
the Konvitz Committee report has
to do with the objectives and
procedures of the CURW Council
which created the Konvitz
Committee, provided its
mandate, and is presently
managing the results of its work.
The Konvitz Committee was
asked to study "CURW-
University relations." The report
mentions several reasons for its
mandate. These can be reduced
to three: 1) money. 2) internal
staff relations, and 3) control of
CURW by the university (points
3. 4 and 5 in Section I in the
report)

Sections II. Ill and IV. which
lead directly to the Committee's
recommendations for severance
and budget-cutting, concentrate
almost entirely on internal, staff
relations (i.e.. "unrest and
uncertainty felt by those who are
intimately identified with the
institutions" — Section II;
"disturbing effects within
CURW" — Section III; and "a
duality of powers that almost
unavoidably pull in different
directions" — Section IV).

The question is what kinds of
differences exist within CURW
(as an organization embracing
those of "all religious
persuasions and none" CURW is,
after all, institutionalized diversity
oar excellence, what evidence is
there that differences have led to
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tension" and "unrest" and how
widespread is this alleged
unrest? More important, how are
these staff differences, to the.
extent they may exist, germane
to the conclusions and
recommendations of the report.
Have staff relations within CURW
come to such a critical point that
intervention by the Cornell Board
of Trustees is required? The
report does not make this clear.
Are its recommendations in fact
based on the discourse
contained in Sections II, III and
IV of the report? If not. what are
they based on, and why no
discussion of this? If so. what is
the evidence? How widespread
and substantive are these
differences within the staff? Why
do these alleged differences
make CURW inoperative (or
ineffective, or whatever it is)?
And how will severance and a
$70,000 cut in the budget
resolve the problems?
//. COMMENTS

Let us comment on each of
the three main sections of the
report purporting to deal with the
causes of "unrest and
uncertainty" which presumably
have brought CURW to this
critical point.
A) Section II

Section II treats in three, short
but sweeping passages the
decline of Religion in the West,
the ecumenical movement and
the "identification of religious
conviction and social activism."
The passages are something less
than adequate interpretations of
history, and their relevance to
CURW staff relations is elusive.
B) Section III

Section III suggests that even
if we don't see the connection
between Pope John XXIII (et. al.)
and CURW's inside problems.-it
doesn't matter very much
because there are "a number of
more specific, and even local
circumstances" which have
"produced disturbing effects
within CURW." These include
student unrest, declining funds
from denominational sources
and campus ministry mergers.
The latter we are told have
meant "a reduction in the
number of student chaplaincies
and in reduced financial
support." The report does not
make clear just what it is that
declining funds and mergers
have to do with the alleged
deterioration of staff relations.

Section III goes on to point out
that "while some of the
denominational chaplains have
had more of an involvement in
social action than others . . . the
result (of this and related
developments) has been that the
denominational pastors are seen
as the priests while the united
staff members are seen as the
prophets." This point is
elaborated by saying that "in the
minds of many students," and
"many students have come to
think, rightly or wrongly." that
the denominational chaplaincies
are "bound by history . . . and
look in time or towards heaven,
while the United staff are to be

found where the action is."
Perhaps students do think this

"rightly or wrongly." If so, they
are wrong. But what does this
have to do with the issue? Are
the chaplains and the general
staff of CURW in crisis because
the students have the wrong idea
about them?

"Still another aspect of the
same phenomenon is that the
United Work of CURW. instead of
Continued on Page 7

economics and chairman of the
Cornell United Religious Work
(CURW) Board, has addressed
himself to current evaluations of
CURW as well as to
recommendations concerning an
"appropriate organizational
structure" for CURW.

In his statement. Davis said:
"In the past year, the Board of

Cornell United Religious Work
(CURW) has received three
reports evaluating its work and

Assembly Debates Proposals;
Board of Trustees An Issue

The present structure and
powers of the University Board of
Trustees will be the central
points of argument tonight when
the Cornell Constituent Assembly
debates two University
restructuring proposals at a 7:30
meeting in Anabel Taylor
Auditorium, <•

One proposal would change
the makeup of the Board. It is
new proposal 3, submitted at the
last Assembly meeting in place
of the former proposal 3 (see
Cornell Chronicle for Oct. 23.
1969). This proposal has been
withdrawn.

The new proposal 3 is printed
on page 3 of today's Chronicle.
This proposal, which became a
subject of major interest at the
last Assembly meeting, suggests
that the power of the University
is now centered in the Board of
Trustees and University
administration, and should
instead be in the hands of those
affected by this power. It
attempts to set up a more
equitable arrangement for power
and the general policy-making of
the University.

The other proposal to be
presented in opposition to
number 3 will be proposal 1 (see
Cornell Chronicle for Oct. 9,
1969). This proposal centers its
objectives on the formation of a
mainly student-faculty University
Senate and does not ask for
change in the makeup or areas of
control of the present Board of
Trustees.

The new proposal 3. having
d r a w n more s e r i o u s
consideration at the last
Assembly meeting from many
delegates, apparently because of
its new form which seemed more
legally feasible, also was viewed
with serious concern by some
members of the Assembly who
see the present Board of
Trustees as a liaison between
what they term the "liberal"
University community and the
"conservative" alumni and
corporations who contribute
monetarily to the University.

Kurt Gottfried, professor of
physics, who supports proposal
1 has issued a paper to
Assembly members saying "if
and when the Assembly votes to
adopt the general philosophy
embodied in Senate Proposal 1 .
. . I shall bring to the floor a
proposal to strengthen the
representation of the Cornell
Community on the Board of

Trustees. This shall take the form
of two coupled motions: A) an
amendment of Senate Proposal
1; and B) a separate motion . . .
wherein the Assembly requests
certain changes in the
composition of the Board of
Trustees."

In his suggested Board
changes. Gottfried would have
elected as trustees'four faculty
members from institutions other
than Cornell and four student
trustees as additions to the
present 49-member Board of
Trustees. Gottfried's proposal
would request that the Board
include in its 13-member
executive committee one student
trustee, one trustee who is a
faculty member of another
institution and one of the
trustees presently elected by the
Cornell faculty.

Whichever proposal is
defeated tonight will not be
permitted to be reintroduced for
consideration against another
proposal.

At the October 30 Assembly
meeting, proposal 1 was chosen
over proposal 4. which was
presented by Arthur Blanchard.
Proposal 4 is thus, out of the
running. Parts of those proposals
that are rejected, however, may
be submitted as amendments to
the proposal which the Assembly
finally chooses as its basis for
restructuring the University.

Future scheduled Assembly
meetings, all beginning at 7:30
p.m. will be Thursday November
13. in Anabel Taylor Auditorium;
Thursday November 20. in Bailey
Hall: and Thursday. December 4.
in Bailey Hall.

Acting as Assembly Speaker at
tonight's meeting will be Miss
Sheila Tobias, assistant to the
vice president for academic
affairs and former administrator
of the Assembly.

The Assembly voted last week
to retain all its present officers for
two weeks except the Speaker,
who would be appointed by the
executive committee for each
meeting. The Assembly ruled
that the Speaker could be either
a member or non-member of the
Assembly.

Other persons to be continued
in office are the secretary-
treasurer and members of the
executive committee The
executive committee was
authorized to fill any vacancies
within it that have resulted from
resignations.

recommendations
concerning the appropriate
organizational structure for
insuring that moral concern and
religious activity will find proper
place within the Cornell
community in the coming
decade.

"Our outside' evaluation
committee (composed of the
Reverend Myron Bloy Jr.
director. Church Society for
College Work. Cambridge. Mass-
former Episcopal chaplain at
MIT: Rabbi Norman Frimer.
chaplain. Brooklyn College,
national coordinator for Hillel
affairs in the New York area; and
Philip Scharper. editor, Sheed &
Ward, Roman Catholic layman)
recommended only the slightest
modification in the 'status quo
and found considerable
advantage in a relationship to the
University that provided support
for staff positions, a 'united'
program as well as building
maintenance. (See The Ark.
February, 1969.)

"Our 'inside' committee was
less sanguine about the
likelihood that new wine would
mature properly in old bottles
and spoke to the need for totally
new organizational forms to
meet the requirements of moral
advocacy within a university
community in troubled times.

"F ina l ly . the Konvitz
Committee of the CURW Council
recently recommended that
CURW return to its pre-1954
form of organization and that the
University withdraw its staff and
program support.

"As a consequence of the
activity of those three study
groups, few areas within the
University have been as closely
examined with respect to its
fundamental values and its past
activities, or provided with more
far-reaching suggestions as to
future goals. programs or
structure.

"This process was unsettling
as it was intended to be. but the
task of re-establishing consensus
in support of reformulated
objectives, reordered priorities
and reorganized structures has
been complicated by the divided
counsels and by rhetoric and
procedures that have served to
sow and cultivate division and
distrust. The Board is at work
evaluating these reports and
formulating its recommendations
for a future CURW that will prove
adequate to the challenge
confronting the University of the
1970's. In this process, the
Board will attempt to engage not
only the Trustees, the CURW
Council, its evaluators, but
especially those individuals i"
this community who have
contributed to the development
of CURW. The Board will meet
regularly during the coming
months in open session and
concerned members of the
community are cordially invited
to join us in these deliberations."



New Senate Proposal Revises
Trustee Structure and Powers
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Rationale: Equitable
Redistribution of Power

The following proposal for a
University government is
presented by David L. Adams,
nonprofessorial academic; David
M. Jasnow. nonprofessorial
academic. Michael M. Farrin.
graduate student; and Raymond
L. Vandenberg '70.

A Board of Trustees shall be
created having final legal
responsibility for the actions of
Cornell University.

A Cornell University Senate
shall be created having final
responsibility for legislation and
Policy-making in areas of general
University concern

The central University
administration shall be subject to
direction by the Senate on
matters of general University
concern, but shall have freedom
°f action within general
guidelines established by the
Senate and formulated through
consultation between the Senate
and the administration (Existing
legislation and policy shall
remain in effect until such time
as the Senate may approve of
specific changes.)

The college and school
administrations shall retain their
Present degree of autonomy.
ARTICLE I
Board of Trustees
A Powers and Functions

The Board of Trustees shall:
1. Have final legal

responsibility for the actions of
Cornell University;

2. Have power of confirmation
of appointments and dismissals
°f central administration and
academic deans;

3. Have power to decide
whether areas of responsibility
not specifically designated in this
Proposal belong to the Senate or
'o the colleges and schools;

4. Have power to approve or
veto Senate legislation subject to
the following provisions: a)
Action to approve or veto shall
be taken not later than 30 days
after enactment by the Senate;
b) In the absence of approval or
veto. Senate legislation takes
effect on the 31st day after
enactment; c) In the event of
veto action, the legislation in
dispute takes effect immediately
if confirmed by a two-thirds vote
°f the Senate at a meeting held
not sooner than 31 days after the
initial enactment.
fi- Membership and Election

The Board of Trustees shall be
composed in the main of
representatives of the total
University community who shall
be democratically elected by
'heir constituencies. Provision
shall also be made in the
Composition of the Board for
additional members having
experience relevant to the
'unction of the University These
Members shall be elected by the
University campus community.
ARTICLE II
Cornell University Senate
4. Powers of the Senate

There shall be established a
Cornell University Senate which
shall have ultimate policy-making

and legislative powers within the
University. These powers shall
extend to all phases of University
concern and responsibility.
except those areas which have
historically been under the
controlof individual colleges and
centers. The Senate may also
delegate its specific powers to
other g roups — the
administration, the Board of
Trustees, the University faculty,
or student groups, for example
— as well as to committees
constituted within the Senate
itself.

The Senate shall have ultimate
responsibility for setting policy in
the following areas: 1) Budgetary
priorities; 2) Codes of conduct
and adjudication of conduct
cases; 3) The University's
relationship to the immediate
community and to society at
large; 4) The establishment of
criteria for the creation of
subordinate structures of
government; 5) Appointments
and dismissal of administrators
of vice-presidential rank or
above: 6) Academic matters
which concern more than one
college or center

The Senate shall be
empowered to pass legislation in
carrying out any of the functions
specified above.

It shall have the power to set
up investigative structures, and
shall within the University have
the power of subpoena.
B Senate Committees

The Senate shall be divided
into committees corresponding
to the major areas of University
administration. Until such time
as the Senate might act to
restructure the administration,
these areas are defined as those
within the purview of each of the
vice presidents, the treasurer,
and the controller These officials
shall sit as ex-officio members of
the appropriate committees.
Permanent sub-committees may
be established by a vote of the
Senate.

Each committee will prepare
legislation as necessary and will
present that legislation to the full
Senate for consideration.

Senate committees shall of
themselves have only advisory
powers over their administrative

', counterparts. They are to be
informed of pro jected
administrative decisions and at
their discretion may ask the
Senate for a vote to stay
administrative action on any
such decision until such time as
the Senate may act on
alternative or enabling
legislation. Once Senate
legislation has been enacted, the
committees shall be charged
with overseeing its execution.
Administrative non-compliance
or mal-compliance shall be
brought to the attention of the
Senate and remedial and/or
censuring legislation proposed.

Senate directives are not to be
taken as exhaustive of
administrative initiative; that is.
administration is empowered to

initiate any action not specifically
prohibited by Senate legislation
Such actions are. however,
subject to legislative review by
the Senate.
C. The Coordinating Committee

Permanent Senate committees
shall have chairmen elected by
the Se/iate from among the
Senate membership. These
chairmen shall together
comprise a Coordinating
Committee which shall, because
of its greater perspective. 1)
advise on the preparation (by one
or more committees) of
legislation to be sent to the
Senate; 2) where appropriate,
advise the Senate on matters
being initiated by that body; 3)
a t tend week ly cen t ra l
admin is t ra t ion meet ings
involving those administrators
associated as ex officio members
with each of the Senate
committees: and 4) act as a
committee on the budget, in
which capacity it will be joined
by the director of the budget,
who will serve as an ex officio
member.
D. Membership and Election of
the Senate

The Senate shall have 131
voting members as follows:

A. Sixty (60) students; divided
among g radua tes and
undergraduates in proportion to
their numbers.

1) Undergraduates shall be
elected on the basis of school,
college or center in proportion to
the number of undergraduate
students enrolled in each school,
college or center. Of the
undergraduate delegates, six (6)
shall be elected from the COSEP
Program or its successor(s). No
more than one (1) undergraduate
delegate shall be elected from
any single academic department.

2) Graduates shall be elected
on the basis of school, college or
center in proportion to the
number of graduate students
enrolled in each school, college
or center. No more than one (1)
delegate shall be elected from
any single academic department

B Sixty (60) faculty members:
elected from the various schools,
colleges and centers in
proportion to the sizes of their
faculties. Each school, college or
center shall be awarded at least
one faculty representative. In
schools, colleges or centers
electing two or more delegates
voting shall be college-wide
according to the Hare System. In
schools, colleges or centers
electing four or more delegates,
at least a yet-to-be-determined
percentage of the delegates shall
be non-tenured faculty. One of
the faculty delegates shall be on
the faculty of the Afro-American
Studies Program elected in a
manner specified by the Afro-
American Studies Program.

C. Three (3) non-professorial
academics; elected at a meeting
of non-professorial academics.

D. Three (3) non-academic
employes; elected at a meeting

(The following is a rationale,
written by one of the drafters of
the new Proposal 3 for University
governance, which underlies this
new proposal. The writer, a
member of the Class of 1970. is
an undergraduate delegate to the
Constituent Assembly from the
Department of Government.)
By RAYMOND L. VANDENBERG

The proposal for a fully
empowered University Senate
and a restructured Board of
Trustees, unlike any of the other
proposals presented for new
means of governance. is
cognizant of the way in which
power is presently distributed in
the University. It redistributes
that power on a more equitable
basis. This plan is based on the
principle that those most directly
affected by a policy decision
should fully participate in arriving
at that decision.

Power to make policy for
individual schools, colleges and
centers has historically been
retained by each school, college
and center. This plan does not
attempt to change this desirable
procedure ; the unique
orientation of each school,
college and center precludes any
central control. The plan does
provide, however, that guidelines
for the creation of equitable
governing structures might be
issued to the colleges and

Chronicle
Changes

Two changes have been made
in Cornell Chronicle, one in
format, the other in distribution.

Starting -this week. Chronicle
will carry a weekly calendar of
events on the back page of each
issue. The calendar will cover
campus events from Thursday of
the week of publication to the
following Wednesday.

A first-class mailing service
has been established to get
Chronicle to persons off-campus
who would like to receive it each
week. Although Chronicle is
distributed free of charge to
faculty, students, staff and
employes, many off-campus
individuals have also asked for it.
To fill these requests, a ten-dollar
annual mail subscription fee has
been established to permit a first-
class mailing each week to those
who wish to subscribe.

of non-academic employes.

E. Three (3) foreign students;
ejected at a meeting of foreign
students

F. One (1) librarian: elected at
a meeting of librarians.

G. One (1) alumnus or alumna;
elected by the Alumni
Association.

H The president and provost
of the University.

Term of office shall be two
years with half of each group
being elected annually.

centers, in order to assure, for
example, that students are
included in those structures in
some way.

The major focus of the plan is
on the present Board of Trustees
and administration. It has been
these two groups which have
controlled the central policy of
Cornell, and it is the failure of
these two groups to respond to
the demands of the community,
which led to last spring's crisis. It
is the realization of this fact
which led to the creation of the
Constituent Assembly. Whereas
the proposals other than number
3 leave the present powers and
responsibilities of the Trustees
and the administrat ion
essentially intact, this plan
clearly views those powers as
excess ive and p laces
responsibility for developing
policy with the total community,
not with unrepresentative and
unresponsive institutions.
Essentially, the Senate, the
administration and the Board of
Trustees will be viewed in the
following way under this plan:

a) The Senate will be the
ultimate policy-making and
legislative body for the University
as a whole.

b) The administration will work
with the Senate in formulating
policy and will have major
responsibility for implementing
it, for innovating policies and for
carrying on the day-to-day
activities of the University.

c) The Board of Trustees will
function as a stabilizing force
within the University through its
power of veto. It will also have
the expertise necessary for the
successful operation of the
University corporation.

Criticism of the plans political
practicality is abundant. It is
clear that should such a plan be
approved by the Constituent
Assembly, a monumental task
remains in assuring ratification
by the faculty, the Barton Hall
assembly and. not least, the
Board of Trustees. Adding to the
problems, a major restructuring
such as this requires changes in
the University charter, which can
be made only by the New York
State Legislature.

It is our belief, however, that
despite the political obstacles to
be overcome in winning final
approval of such a plan, the
Constituent Assembly should
approve it. It alone challenges
the status quo and attempts to
solve the problems facing the
University.

Other proposals would simply
reinforce the present state of
affairs. We concede that changes
will have to be made in the
proposal before it is finally
ratified and implemented, but it
should be adopted as the basic
approach for restructuring the
University government so that
the final product will be derived
from a strong and courageous
proposal. Only in this way can
we hope to meet the discontent
which was clearly exhibited last
spring.
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Bulletin
of the Faculty

(Publication of this Bulletin is supervised by the
Secretary of the University Faculty, Ernest F.

Roberts Jr., 304 Day Hall, 256-4843.)

Faculty Council Meeting
At their meeting yesterday the Nov. 12. The

Faculty Council considered the
merits of the recommendations
made by the Special Faculty
Committee on Military Training.
These recommendations will be
presented to the Faculty in the
form of a motion to be made by
the committee chairman,
Professor David L. Ratner at the
University Faculty Meeting on

Order Paper for Nov.12
University Faculty Meeting

Council also
assayed the merits of several
substitute motions for and
amendments to the Ratner
motion which are docketed for
that day's agenda. The Faculty
Council will advise the Faculty
of their recommended responses
to these several motions at the
start of the meeting.

Main Motion
Resolved: That it is the sense

of this Faculty that ROTC
programs should continue at
Cornell under the following
conditions:

1. That military drill and
orientation be considered
ineligible for academic credit;

2. That professional military
courses, in order to receive
academic credit, be taught
either within or under the
auspices of one of the degree-
granting colleges or schools,
after an appropriate period of
transition;

(An amendment will be
offered on behalf of a minority of
the members of the committee,
striking the words "after an
appropr i a t e period of
transition;" and substituting the
following: "with the exception
that when such a course cannot
be so accommodated it may be
evaluated on the basis of its
merits for establishing the
permissible level of academic
credit to be granted;")

3. That in academic subjects
(as distinguished from
professional military subjects)
there be further substitution of
courses taught by members of
the faculties of the degree-
granting colleges and schools for
those taught by military officers,
with the objective of providing
substitution in all academic
subjects for which credit is to be
awarded;

4. That insofar as. the
University Faculty continues to
assign hours of credit to
professional military courses,
the individual colleges and
schools continue to be free to
determine the extent to which
such credit may count toward
their degree requirements;

5. That the qualifications of
candidates for the position of
senior officer of each of the
ROTC units be carefully
reviewed by the University
Administration prior to their
initial appointments in a manner
comparable to that applied to
other similarly influential
positions in the University
community;

6. That junior officers
attached to the ROTC units
henceforth generally receive
appointments as Visiting
Lecturers;

7. That the Air Force and
Navy be requested to make
changes to eliminate possible
unfairness in connection with
withdrawal of students from
their programs;

8. That there be established a

new committee with broad
respons ib i l i ty for the
readjustment of the relations
between ROTC and the
University and for reporting
annually to the appropriate
segments of the University, and
that this committee comprise
representatives of the three
services, of the individual
faculties, of students enrolled in
the program, of other students,
and of the University
administration.

Substitute Motions

By B. Nichols
RESOLVED: That it is the

sense of this faculty that,
(1) All ROTC programs at

Cornell should be phased out as
soon as possible consistent with
the University's responsibilities
to the students presently
enrolled and to its contractual
commitments; and

(2) A new committee
(composed of representatives of
the faculty, students, and
administration) be established,
with responsibility for the
planning and implementation of
a strong and broadly conceived
academic program of studies
related to the military. This
program should both satisfy the
University's legal requirements
in this area and contribute to the
general education of students.

ByC. Stroutand
D.I. Grossvogel

To protect the independence
and the critical function of the
University against the danger of
the military's exploitation of its
prestige, we resolve that no
existing military-oriented
courses, devised and staffed by
military officers, be given
academic credit and that no
military officers in such a
program be given faculty status
or powers; and

To protect the student's voice
in d e t e r m i n i n g wha t
extracurricula services shall be
a v a i l a b l e a n d . t h e
administration's stake in the
legal requirements of land-grant
status, we resolve that it shall be
the sense of the Faculty that
whether or not some form of
opportunity for military
training, on or off campus,
should exist is a question to be
determined by prudent
administrative response to
known student opinion as
ascertained by democratic
procedure.

Amendments
ByJ.DeWire

Change the first sentence to
read:

"RESOLVED, That it is the
sense of this Faculty that
military instruction should
continue at Cornell under the
following conditions:"

(The Ratner Committee has
accepted this motion in
principle.)

By G.V. Chester
and A. Silverman

Amend (2) of the Ratner
committee resolution to read:

(2) That professional military
courses, in order to receive
academic credit, be taught
either within or under the
auspices of one of the degree-
granting colleges or schools.
This stipulation should only
apply to students entering
Cornell after September 1,1970.

Amend (3) of the Ratner
committee resolution to read:

(3) That in academic subjects
(as distinguished from
professional military subjects),
for which credit is to be
awarded, there be substitution of
courses taught by members of
the faculties of the degree-
granting colleges and schools for
those taught by military officers.
This stipulation shall only apply
to students entering Cornell
after September 1,1970.

By J. Orear
C h a n g e t h e 6 t h

recommendation to read:
"6. That junior officers

attached to the ROTC units
henceforth receive non-
academic appointments to the
staff of Cornell University."

Additional Motion

By P. Olum
RESOLVED:
1. That it is the sense of this

Faculty that there should be a
change in the program of Officer
Education at the University
which would provide that the
purely military aspects of this
education be conducted off-
campus (possibly in summers or
in a postgraduate year). Those
students interested in a military
career, including those who
enter into a contract with the
military, would then puruse a
"pre-military program" in their
undergraduate years consisting
of courses chosen from the
regular academic offerings of
the University and accepted by
the Defense Department as
suitable preparation for such
Officer Education.

2. That President Corson (or
his representative) is hereby
requested to enter into
discussion with the appropriate
officers of the government for
the purpose of attempting to
establish a mutually acceptable
program of this character,
including where necessary the
creation of additional courses
within the framework of present
academic departments, and to
do so in a manner to preserve the
Land Grant status of the
university.

Finlay-Matlack Motion
A motion was submitted too

late to be included in the mailing
made with the Call to the Nov. 12
Meeting of the University
Faculty. Space problems
prohibit its reproduction in this
Bulletin today. Copies of the
motion will be distributed at the
Meeting. Its authors, D. Finlay
and J. Matlack, suggest that
everyone who sympathizes with
the tenor of this motion should
express their views by
supporting the substitute motion
authored by B. Nichols.

Faculty Opinion. . .
Editor:

My amiable colleagues,
(M.H.) Abrams, (Douglas N.)
Archibald, et al, say they are
"deeply troubled" by the
Robertson Committee Report.
What troubles me is that their
letter (Cornell Chronicle, Oct.
30, 1969) sets up a straw man to
alarm us and then evades the
truths which the Committee told.
In its failure to relate its own
language to the object it
purports to describe, the letter
commits the sin it has described
as "cant."

The letter blames the Report
for making a supposedly "unreal
opposition" between the
"academic enterprises" and
"the basic concerns of the
environing world," contrary to
the spirit of Ezra and Andrew.
When I spoke to the Robertson
Committee last spring, my
theme was drawn from David
Riesman's recent remarks:
"The demand for relevance
obviously has its positive side in
asking students and faculty
constantly to re-examine the
worth and meaning of what they
do. But there is also the
temptation to pull down the
heights of culture to fill up the
abysses of our time in a drastic
levelling operation demanded
both by well-educated and often
idealistic activists and by the
more collegiate or mindless
students..." The task of a
university president, therefore,
is not only to find resources for
"plunging the university into
some of the newer areas of
contempbrary concern," but
even more importantly in the
long run "to defend against
moral attack the legitimacy of
the traditional pursuits of the
university..." The Robertson
Committee expressed a similar
idea when it spoke of the
university being "torn between"
the academic and the activist
pressures on its mission: "What
the balance of emphasis should
be represents a most important
question yet to be answered."
(page 5, Report of the Special
Trustee Committee on Campus
Unrest "at Cornell, the
'' Robertson Committee
Report").

The critics of the Report do not
recognize its concern for a
balance, yet they do no more
than offer their own version of it.
For any "genuine liberal
education," they say, the
separation between the
university and society "is
crucial and must be honored and
protected." Yet, they also say,
"involvement with society and
its most painful problems is a
fact of life of the modern
university." If this point differs
from the Report, the difference
is, as my grandmother used to
say, "not much to get up in the
night and write home about." Of
the three statements I prefer
Riesman's version, but I would
accept the Report's as a short-
hand variation of it, supported by
a fair reading of the text.

We must now, the letter goes
on to warn us, "use the
language of the ivory tower" as
"an easy way to discredit
student dissatisfaction." No
doubt, but the Report, far from
being guilty, says "the unrest
and frustration of these students
is neither a passing fad nor
limited to the few." It goes
further and says "the
disapproval of society in
general, and higher education in
particular, by so many articulate

and intelligent students must
continue to be a highest level
concern for boards of trustees
and university administrations
alike." Again the letter-writers
only give us a gloss on the same
idea: "The young, and some of
their mentors, are voicing deep
distress about the quality of life
in our society in general and in
the universities in particular."
Does the difference between
student "disapproval" and
student "distress" warrant a
solemn letter to the trustees?

The letter-writers are at pains
to tell us that we must not
ident i fy ' ' t h e d i v e r s e
manifestations of student
unrest" with the "irrational"
and the "violent." But these
words are theirs. The trustees
specifically call the violent
students "a small minority."
(page 34.) They do say that
"for the moment at least" they
are "setting the destructive pace
and a tmosphe re . " The
proposition is debatable, but it
needs to be debated in the terms
of concrete cases, say at
Berkeley, Columbia, Harvard,
San Francisco State, or Cornell.
Ritualistic expressions of
sympathy for student protest are
no substitute for a hard look at
what has actually happened at
specific places — even if the
observation is not flattering to
liberal pieties: "Moderates"
have backed take-overs.

The letter invents a mythical
danger that the Report's concern
for "the protection and
preservation of order" will,
"taken in isolation," repress
"the demands by students for a
greater role in various aspects of
university governance." Who
else is taking it "in isolation"?
The letter concedes what is
obvious, that the Report "may"
have had in mind the danger of
intimidating and disruptive
tactics. Who else ever doubted
it? Such tactics, though it is not
now polite to mention it, were
conspicuously and repeatedly
used from April, 1968 to April,
1969. That was the situation to
which the Report was obligated
to address itself. And it spoke
with commendable candor and
lack of cant: "When confronted
with complications of disorder
and the special problems
surrounding activist groups,
Cornell has not only consistently
failed to employ disciplinary
procedures available to it but by
refusing to employ such
procedures has threatened
materially the usefulness of
these procedures for the future."
(Page 35) If the letter-writers
wish to fault that proposition,
they should face it directly
rather than read into the plain
language of the Report their own
fears, as if they were dealing
with California's Regents.

Instead of mounting popular
attacks on conventional targets,
turned into straw men, I think
we should pay students the
respect of giving their proposals
and their actions the benefit of
critical and unsentimental
examination. Putting more
students on more committees, in
any case, even when it is
desirable, is not going to do
much about the quality of our
common life in this nation, nor
will it substitute for hard and
original thought about how to
improve the quality of the
intellectual life in our
universities. „ ., „

Respectfully,
Cushing Strout

Professor of English



Six-Year PhD Affects
University as a Whole
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Response Heavy to ROTC
Sage Notes Student Opinion Questionnaire

Cornell Chronicle's discussion of
the Six-Year PhD Program
continues in this issue with a
look at the report of Stephen M.
Parrish. former director of the
Program.

But most of the achievements
named by Parrish were in the
influence the Six-Year Ph.D.
Program had on the University
"Perhaps most important among
the programs effects at Cornell
is the way in which it has
loosened and altered curricula in
the Arts College," he wrote.

Two other programs now offer
freedom from requirements and
another — the two-year survey
of Greek Civilization — shares
seminars and faculty with the Six-
Year PhD Program

With the Six-Year Ph.D.
Program came Cornells first co-
educational dormitory. the
Residential Club It was also the
first dormitory where faculty
members lived "It has thus in
some important ways set a
model for the 'residential
colleges' recently planned and
due to materialize next year."
said Parrish in his report.

The program also has
influenced Cornells recruitment
and selection of students. In their
involvement in admission of the
Six-Year PhD students, the
Program's faculty members also
became involved with regular
applicants. "From this
involvement." wrote Parrish.
"developed a new Arts College
faculty admissions committee,
with admissions policies for the
first time in recent years under
'acuity control."

In addition. Parrish pointed out
that the program provided "some
of the most impressive students
at Cornell . In a number of
fields . . . the very best
9raduating seniors were
members of the program. They
took up a disproportionate share
of the Phi Beta Kappa lists and
the Woodrow Wilson list, and
they provided the top-ranking
members of the graduating
class."

Although only 13 of the
original 53 students in the Class
of 1969 remain at Cornell, a total
of 29 members of the class
(about 60 per cent of those-still
alive) finished their bachelor ,6f
arts requirements and are doing
9raduate work either at Cornell
°r another institution. Four
members of the class died —
three in the fire and one in the
Swiss Alps — before completing
their A.B degrees. Thus. 40
students, or 75 per cent of the
original class, did not begin their
PhD work within the program.
The program had expected only
•25 per cent attrition.

Attrition in later classes has
°een fairly small. Parrish said. Of
the 40 members of the Class of
197O, 36 remain. Thirty-six of
tne original 42 members of the
Class of 1971 are still in
residence at Cornell, and the
c|ass of 1972 lost none of its 45

students in its first summer
session this year -

According to Parrish. the only
major cause of attrition in these
later classes was the crisis at
Cornell last spring Five or six
students left Cornell at the end of
the spring because they said,
they had been harassed or
intimidated by "black racists."
wrote Parrish. or felt that their
freedom had been infringed by
political activism.

Among the other problems
that faced the program were
those concerning acceleration,
freedom and elitism

The accelerated program has
made it difficult for some
students, especially those in
chemistry and biological
sciences. to fit in their
professional preparation without
diminishing their liberal arts
education too much The other
problem remained with some
faculty members, particularly
those in the humanities, who did
not think a liberal education
could be condensed into three
years

Leaders of the program,
however, believe that the time
usually spent in adjusting to an
unfamiliar graduate school
"compensates for the time lost
when a four-year education is
compressed to three." Parrish
wrote. Also, they believe "that
time is not an absolute factor in
intellectual development," he
said.

The psychological concern for
students who were to be living
and working with an elite group
proved somewhat justified.
"Many students in the program
drew together into cliques."
Parrish said, and others, while
remaining loners, manifested a
superior disdain for the non
elect."

"Yet Cornell is itself a citadel of
e l i t i s m , commi t t ed to
excellence." Parrish said. He
explained that the risks of
making the Six-Year Ph.D.
students an elite group within
Cornell were much fewer than
the benefits of the program to
the students and to the
University

The freedom given each
student to chose his own
curriculum brought about some
problems concerning a
"meaningful educational

design." Guidance was offered
all students in the program.
Parrish said, "but some of them
have refused the guidance and
shut themselves off from certain
experiences which the faculty
regards as central to a liberal
education." Although all
students were urged to take
seminars in each major area
including science, social science
and the humanities, some
students avoided certain areas of
study. "Perhaps this is
inevitable," said Parrish, "but we
are not comfortable about it. and
it remains a matter that demands
reappraisal."

Registered graduate
students who wish to apply
for Cornell administered
graduate fellowships may
now obtain application
blanks at the Fellowship
Office, Sage Graduate
Center Completed
applications are due by
February 7. 7370

New students can apply
for Cornell administered
fellowships when
completing the Application
for Admission form

Applications for NDFL
(NDEA VI) Fellowships
may be made on special
forms available at the
Fellowship Office. For the
summer—only program in
Southeast Asia. apply
directly to the Southeast
Asia Program in 108
Franklin Hall.

The Dean of Students Office is
receiving a "heavy response" to
its survey of student opinion on
ROTC at the University.

Dean of Students Elmer E.
Meyer Jr. indicated that the
ROTC questionnaire mailed to
some 1,400 undergraduate and
graduate students last week
"had produced a heavy response

and we expect that there will be
enough replies to assure a valid
sample."

Meyer said that his office will
begin making follow-up
telephone calls today to students
who had not returned the survey
Purpose of the follow-up
telephone calls, according to
Meyer, will be to urge return of
survey forms by November 12.

Final survey results will be
transmitted to the faculty
meeting scheduled for
November 12.

The ROTC student survey is

N L R B Hearing
Continued from Page 1
manufactured in New York State,
and $16,140,000 for goods
manufactured outside the state.

Willers testified as to the
extent of Cornell's real estate
buildings, which total more than
15.000 acres of land plus
buildings in Ithaca and in many
other places where Cornell has
activities.

John Irving, assistant regional
director for the NLRB in Buffalo
is hearing examiner for the
Cornell-Syracuse case, which is
expected to continue at least
through today at City Hall.

The Cornell case is being
handled by attorney Tracy
Ferguson of the Syracuse firm of
Bond, Schoeneck and King.

At the beginning of the
hearing, he read into the record a
statement of the university's
position, which follows:

"Cornel l University is
petitioning for National Labor
Relations Board jurisdiction to
the end that there may be a
determination of an appropriate
bargaining unit so that
concerned University employes
may indicate their choice of
representation or non
representation.

"A petition has been submitted
with knowledge that the board
must find that the activities of the
University have a substantial
effect upon interstate commerce
within the meaning of the
National Labor Relations Act in
order for the board to take
jurisdiction.

"Evidence will be presented at
this hearing which will be
intended to demonstrate the
nature and magnitude of the
University's activities, their
widespread locations and their
broad effect upon persons and
commercial interests as well as
that of the federal government.

"It will be demonstrated that
there are activities which relate
to the inflow and outflow of
materials and services necessary
to the maintenance of the
institution. Evidence will be

presented to show the
widespread nature of the
investments and of research
contracts, all in furtherance of
the University's educational
purposes

"It is not the purpose of the
University, in petitioning for
NLRB jurisdiction and adducing
the indicated evidence, to
suggest any change whatever in
its nature as an institution of
higher education. As a non-profit
educational institution, chartered
by the New York Legislature, its
corporate purposes are limited to
those of an educational
character.

"The University is a non-profit
institution and is not 'doing
business' or engaged in
'business' in the traditional terms
of activities, which are designed
to produce profit. Obviously, it is
not engaged in 'commercial'
activities if that term be defined
relating to private sector
'business.' The evidence to be
presented at this hearing will
explore the University's activities
in depth. This prefatory
statement is submitted for the
record in order that subsequent
testimony and evidence may not
be misinterpreted or taken out of
context in any other proceeding
or proceedings."

Instant Replay
Cornell Chronicle is

pleased to announce that
Frank J. Kavanaugh,
football trainer in the
Department of Physical
Education and Athletics, is
the winner of the Chronicle
Halloween Mask Contest.

Kavanaugh correctly
identified the "happy face "
carried on the front page of
last week's Chronicle as
his own face

Kavanaugh's free annual
subscription is enroute to
him starting with this issue.

Cornell Chronicle wtiuld
like to thank all those who
participated in the contest.

1

being conducted by the Office of
the Dean of Students in
cooperation with a group of
students and faculty who had
suggested the use of a poll to
provide an accurate indication of
student opinion on the topic. The
students polled were chosen by a
computer in a random manner
and include members of all
colleges and schools at the
University. The anonymity of all
respondents is guaranteed
although the survey form asks for
an indication of the respondent's
college, class and sex.

Library
Study

•:•"•:•:->:*%:•: . :•"•••:•"•:—•"•"•••"•"•• .• .v.y.y

Continued from Page 1

the north end of Sibley Hall to
house books for the Fine Arts
Library. The plans were dropped
because the top estimated cost
of $800,000 was considered too
high for what would have been
only a partial solution to the
libraries' problem. Brown said.

"Many of our library buildings
were constructed quite recently,"
Kaser said, "and it is tempting to
assume that they are at least
adequate. Regrettably, with very
few exceptions, this simply is not
the case. Our book collections
grow at an unrelenting rate of six
per cent per year, and these
accessions must be housed and
kept promptly accessible if we
are to continue our utility to the
University."

"Our worse space problems,
as would be expected, exist in
our older buildings." Kaser said.
"We are far beyond the crisis
point in the Fine Arts Library, for
example We have more serious
but a little less imminent space
problems in the Law Library."

"We are fast approaching a
time here when we will need to
take some action also on space
problems in some of the newer
buildings, such as in the
Bus iness and Pub l i c
Administration Library, and in the
Engineering Library, and in the
Veterinary Library. Nor can we
ignore the fact that Olin Library
was realistically designed to be
filled to capacity by 1976.
Considering the fact that it takes
at least six years to conceive,
plan, fund and construct a major
library building, we must begin
now to work hard on this need as
well."

The libraries' space problem
cannot be solved economically
on a piecemeal basis. Kaser said.

"We need more than anything
else to develop a long-range
University-wide plan for library
plant development, taking into
account such factors as
anticipated thrusts in University
academic programs. library
a u t o m a t i o n , i m p r o v e d
communications, advances in
interlibrary cooperation. the
information explosion, the newer
media, changes in teaching and
research and in study habits, and
a host of other similar
considerations." Kaser said.
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Williams Terms
Course 'Improper'

Cuban Student Adviser Replies
To Arts Dean's Course Position

L. Pearce Williams, professor of
the history of science and
chairman of the Department of
History, takes issue with the
rationale employed by Arts
College Dean Alfred E. Kahn in
support of a course currently
being offered on the Cuban
Revolution. Williams' position is
outlined here.

"I would found an institution
where any person can find
instruction in any study."

Ezra Cornell
I have prefaced my remarks on

Dean (Alfred E ) Kahn's rationale
for supporting the current course
on the Cuban Revolution with the
motto of Cornell because it
focuses upon an aspect of the
university which, I fear. Dean
Kahn and the Departments of
Government and Economics
have neglected. Dean Kahn
writes: "I cannot believe that any
responsible person would
question the propriety of our
offering a course on this topic."
Certainly the subject of the
Cuban revolution deserves
attention. But. is the subject of
the Cuban revolution a study and
can it be treated in the scholarly
manner which alone should
guarantee it entry to the
University? This is not a mere
quibbling over words. Not all
subjects can be the objects of
scholarly study. Sometimes the
documents. instruments, or
some other vital ingredient may
not be available to permit a
subject to be taught in a
scholarly way. An elementary
course in chemistry, for example,
could be given without use of a
laboratory, but I am certain that
no chemist at Cornell would urge
that such a course should be
offered even though the student
might absorb a good deal of
chemical information. Such
treatment would so warp the
subject that chemists would
prefer to leave it untaught. I
maintain that the Cuban
revolution is in precisely this
class. There are masses of vital
documents, sources as yet
unrecorded or unavailable'which
cannot be brought to bear on the
study of the revolution. As such,
then. I insist that it is improper to
offer a course in the Cuban
revolution. This, incidentally, is
why the History Department
refused to sponsor the "counter"
course in the Cuban revolution.
This is not to say that we should
not seek information and attempt
to understand this, or any other
complex, contemporary social
movement but only that a formal
course is a most improper
vehicle for such information and
understanding. A series of public
lectures, de l ivered by
knowledgeable people with all
points of view, would be
appropriate. The deep and
essential insufficiencies of our
sources of knowledge would
then emerge necessarily and
auditors would be forced to
become aware of the biases of
the lecturers and the line where

sure knowledge ends and
opinion begins. In a course,
students must rely upon the
instructor to tell them when he is
going beyond the evidence to
present his own personal
interpretation or even account of
events. In such an emotionally
and politically loaded area as the
Cuban revolution, it would be the
very rare person, indeed, who
could draw this line fairly and
accurately. This distinction, then,
between a subject and a study
seems to me to be fundamental
and I stress it in the hopes that it
will serve to outline future
university policy. I think it a good
guideline regardless of who is
being considered as an
instructor.

The specific procedures
followed in the selection of Mr.
(Edward) Boorstein to teach the
course in the Cuban revolution
are indefensible. There are, after
all, certain standard ways we go
about picking teachers at Cornell
and I simply wonder why these
were all neglected. Certain
students. we are told,
recommended Mr. Boorstein.
Mr. Boorstein's credentials in my
opinion are seriously deficient.
His one book is not scholarly but
d e e p l y p a r t i s a n and
propagandist^ This fact. I would
have thought, might have led
someone to suspect his ability to
present an intellectually
respectable course. Such a
suspicion appears to have
crossed the Dean's mind for he
tells us that he suggested a real
scholar, Paul M. Sweezy. to the
Economics Department as a
possible candidate for instructor.
Mr. Sweezy. however, could not
accept and Mr Boorstein
became the sole candidate for
the position Standard procedure
calls for examining the
credentials of a number of
people who have some expertise
in the field in which an
appointment is to be made. The
purpose of this is obvious; to
determine the relative merits of
the candidates and to discover
the biases which each brings to
his field. This was not done. So
far as I know, the members of the
departments concerned never
met with and probed Mr
Boorstein's mind prior to his
appointment I. personally,
consider this scandalous and
irresponsible. Students have
every right to assume that
instructors in a department have
been assayed by the department
and found competent. There is
not such assurance in this case.
Even the normal checks on
irresponsibility on the part of the
instructor are not present in this
case. Mr. Boorstein is not. by
profession, an academic so that
his performance at Cornell
cannot be considered in the
usual professional sense. If he
wishes to be intellectually
irresponsible (and I do not say
that he has), there is absolutely
nothing to stop him." He is here
Continued on Page 7

(Last week, in Cornell Chronicle.
Alfred £.. Kahn. dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
discussed the course on the
Cuban Revolution being taught
in the College as well as its
implications. Nestor Enrique
Cruz y Gavalda. Law '70.
graduate adviser to the Cuban
Student Society, has asked to
respond to the Kahn article The
Cruz response follows.)

It should be made very clear at
the outset that the members of
the Cuban Student Society, of
which there are only three at the
moment, have acted with the
greatest good will and restraint
in this unfortunate affair. We
have pledged ourselves to work
through administrative channels,
not to disrupt normal University
operations by "liberating"
buildings or parts of buildings,
and not to interrupt Professor
Edward Boorstein's course in any
way.

It seems to be that Dean Alfred
E. Kahn's article contains
fallacies which should be
straightened out. Dean Kahn has
always been responsible to our
requests. I do not think that he
has been as responsive as he
was to Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) since I
do not feel that he has expedited
matters on our behalf To my
knowledge he has not contacted
Professor Luis Aguilar of
Georgetown whom we proposed
a month ago to teach a second
semester course with a greater
degree of objectivity than
Professor Boorstein's course.

I agree with Dean Kahn that
the Cuban experience is worthy
of study. So are the Hitler
phenomenon and the Wallace
ohenomenon worthy of study,
but this does not mean that a
Nazi or a racist should be
brought to Cornell to teach on
those subjects. To bring a
Marxist to teach on Cuba at
Cornell automatically vitiates the
purpose of the study, which is a
dispassionate appraisal of the
current Cuban situation. I think
there is. at this moment, no
doubt in anyone's mind that
Professor Boorstein is a strong
partisan of the Castro regime,
having been by his own
admission economic advisor to
the late Ernesto "Che" Guevara.

I find it extremely naive on
Dean Kahn's part to believe that
Professor Boorstein is "one of
the two or three people in the
entire country best equipped" to
deal with the subject of Cuba.
There are half a million Cuban
exiles in the United States,
representing the elite of Cuban
society, and among whom are a
very large number of first class
scholars much better equipped
to deal with Cuba . and Latin
America than Professor
Boorstein There are. in addition,
many American and Latin
American scholars in the United
States who know the problems
of Cuba and Latin America first
hand and who could present a

broader and more complete
picture than can Professor
Boorstein. Any attempts to seek
out some of these people to
teach the present course were, at
best, weak If Professor Boorstein
served as economic advisor to
the late czar of the Cuban
economy, its dismal performance
indicates something amiss in the
remedies applied to its.
problems. I. therefore, fail to
comprehend what Professor
B o o r s t e i n ' s ' u n i q u e
qualifications" consist of. other
than having served for three
years one of the most totalitarian
regimes in the history of the
Western world.

I am perhaps one of those
people who holds the "vulgar"
notion that Cornell's social
scientists are indeed "extreme
liberals" and my long, tortuous,
and unpleasant communications
with many members of the Arts
faculty have strengthened my
conviction on that point. It.
therefore, again seems to be
quite naive that Dean Kahn
should seek to "balance"
Cornell's course offerings by
bringing "a real live Marxist" to
teach here. There are probably
very few faculty members, if any.
who . carry self-proclaiming
Marxist credentials in their
pockets but' there are many
professors who weave Marxist
teachings into their courses. A
prominent member of the Latin
American studies program told
me in his office that he is pro
Castro, that most of the people in
that area of study are also, and
that both candidates of his
choice for teaching on Cuba at
Cornell are Marxists. Only,
perhaps, if one does not wish to
admit that Castro is a Marxist
can one claim, that there are no
Marxists on the Arts faculty.

It should be clearly understood
that we do not wish to bring a
professor to Cornell with views
"more congenial" to ours. The
gentleman we have proposed.
Professor Aguilar of Georgetown,
holds views on-Castroism which
to me personally are as
obnoxious perhaps as Professor
Boorstein's. Aguilar's redeeming
value, in my mind, however is
that despite the fact that he is a
Cuban exile he is considered by
his peers to be an objective and
rational student of the Cuban
situation and of Marxism in
general. The fact that the Arts
faculty has been so impolite as to
never communicate with him
directly compels me to believe
that there is such a pervasive pro
Castro bias on the Arts quad that
nobody short of an out and out
Castroite will qualify to teach on
Cuba at Cornell.

This brings me to the point
where I should give an account
of what motions we have gone
through in order to obtain a
second semester course from the
Arts faculty. There is a very brave
Cuban exile freshman girl at
Cornell (the newest addition to a
family which has provided a long

and distinguished line of Cuban
patriots) who barged into Dean
Kahn's office late in September
to demand an explanation of
Professor Boorstein's presence
on this campus. Dean Kahn was
quite polite to her. She and I got
together and presented to Dean
Kahn a proposal for a second
semester course on Cuba to be
taught in a more objective
fashion At that time Dean Kahn
told us: (a) Cornell lives under
the principle that all sides of an
important and controversial issue
should be heard: (b) Professor
Boorstein is presenting only one
side of the issue; (c) therefore he
would agree to fund a second
semester course whose
professor would be chosen by
the Cuban Student Society. In
order to obtain such a course,
however, we would have to
obtain the sponsorship of one of
the departments in th'e Arts
College. On the strength of these
representations we immediately
undertook a telephone campaign
to search for a suitable professor.
This campaign extended to all
the Eastern seaboard of this
country and we received offers to
teach the course from seven
scholars. In order to obtain the
sponsorship of one of the
departments. Dean Kahn
graciously gave us introductions
to the Departments of
Government. History and
Sociology. We contacted the
Latin American Studies Program
on our own motion We also
contacted the Center for
International Studies at the
suggestion of Dean Kahn. Our
communications with these
departments spanned most of
the month of October.

During this period the
following became clear to me;
(a) there is a great deal of pro
Castro bias on the part of many
faculty members at the Arts
faculty; (b) the chances of our
ever obtaining the course were
nil; (c) the Sociology Department
is by far the most honest and
straightforward department with
which we have dealt; (d) Dean
Kahn changed his original
position and now holds that
there is not an extant principle at
Cornell that compels a thorough
airing of all sides of an
important and controversial issue
in classrooms and for credit; (e)
the Sociology Department still
agrees with the original
principle; (f) we have been
subjected to unwarranted delays,
unfulfilled promises and veiled
denials. principally by the
Government Department; (g)
there is great concern on the part
of many substantial alumni that
there is a serious case of
educational unbalance and
threat to academic freedom at
Cornell. The unsavory details of
our negotiations are not worth
repeating at this time, but they
are being kept and updated in an
information packet which some
facul ty members have
Continued on Page 7



United Ministry Response
Continued from Page 2
being truly interfaith or
interdenominational. in the
minds of many has become a
separate denomination. . .
maybe something like the
Community Church . . ." In the
heyday of the old denominational
student fellowships this may
have been so. There was a time
when each denomination had its
Westminister. Wesley. Pilgrim.
Baptist. Newman and Canterbury
student fe l lowsh ip (or
"foundation" or "club"), and
when "the united program" was
operated like a high-powered
student YMCA. But this has long
since ceased to be the case.
C) Section IV

Section IV shows how CURW
got into this presumed state of
affairs in 1954. and suggests a
return to the status quo ante. The
problem, the report suggests
once again, is that the chaplains
and United staff of CURW are at
odds, that the United staff "has
the big tent and the main
attractions. while each
denomination does its own thing
in its own little tent" — thus
creating feelings of "frustration,
displacement. dependence,
inferiority . . ." This description is
untrue for the United Ministry
chaplains. (Baptists. Presbyterian
and United Church of Christ)
///. WHAT ARE THEISSUES?

What is striking about all of
this (and this is all that the report
has to say. except for its
recommendations) is that the
Konvitz Committee apparently
does not deal with the other
points in its mandate, namely 1)
money and 2) control of CURW
by the University.

To be sure, the report
"concludes" that the budget
should be cut. but there is no
rationale for cutting funds. It is
always a good thing to save
money, but a decision, within the
University to reallocate funds
presupposes some judgment as
to what is more or less important
than something else. There is
inadequate discussion of what
the University gets for its money.

Neither is there a clear
discussion of the matter of
control. At the very end of
Section IV there is a reference to
the University's inability to
"establish satisfactory forms of
supervision" of CURW. »,as
though the issue were one of
moderating some kind of
intramural warfare in CURW.
Such an implication, if it is the
intended rationale of the report,
is less than convincing for at
least the following three reasons:
(1) There is no evidence in the
report, apart from the opinion of
the author(s), that the tensions,
hurt feelings and conflicts which
are discussed at length actually
exist. There is no documentation
in the report; (2) Our own
experience and knowledge of
CURW leads us to believe that
these alleged conflicts, to the
extent they exist at all. are vastly
overrated; (3) The conclusions
and recommendations of the
report seem to us to be an
entirely disproport ionate
response to the alleged tensions

within CURW

IV. CONCLUSION
This, we must say, leads us to

repeat the question with which
we began as to the objectives
and procedures of the CURW
Council which created the
Konvitz Committee, provided its
mandate, and is presently
managing the results of the
Committee's work.

We ask if the issue of CURW
control is not. after all. the basic
issue but for different reasons
than those suggested by the
report? We are mindful of the
fact that certain chaplains and
staff have been involved in some
very controversial public issues
— principally in their opposition
to the war in Vietnam and
resistance to the draft. Is not the
fact that they cannot be
"restricted . . . as would
administrators of any other
Division of Cornell University"
perhaps the principal source of
CURW's "awkwardness." and
not the alleged differences of
opinion and feeling within
CURW?

We have also been led to raise
these questions by the way in
which this report has been
handled: (1) the strict
confidentiality of the report with
respect to all interested parties
within CURW. yet the ease with
which it was reportedly
circulated to others and to the
press; (2) the lack of any
provision for discussion of the
content of the report by any of
the interested parties in CURW.
or the CURW Council itself,
before releasing the report to the
public: (3) the substantial
disregard of the legitimate
interests of the constituent
groups within CURW who
presumably will be expected to
accept a unilateral decision (that
is, a decision which may not be
mutually agreed upon) yet which
may affect their basic operations
and possibly may expect them to
pick up the tab for services to the
University community which the
University may no longer care to
pay for itself.

These procedures have done
little to inspire our confidence.
V AN ALTERNATIVE

Ultimately, it is true, the
Council of CURW has
responsibility for that part of
Cornell's united religious work
for which it supplies monetary
support. But this responsibility
should be based upon
recognized, public principles of
the roles expected of the
chaplains hired and the entire
religious programs which take
place at this university No one is
likely to entertain the notion that
the university wants to create or
harbor a "new denomination."
But support of a critic, of a
prophet is not, we would hold, in
conflict with the nature of the
university and does not
constitute a new denomination.
At any rate, let us decide this
issue on its merits. The question
which seems to us to be basic is,
what is the nature of the
university's relations to a broad
program of united religious work

Upon deciding that a relationship
exists, and in some specified
form, questions of budget,
structure, personnel follow.

Even this cannot be
accomplished by a university fiat.
Since, in the final scene,
Cornells united religious work
encompasses all the constituent
groups that make it up. any
consideration of the change
should involve those groups.
Ignoring the constituent groups,
as the Council has effectively
done to this point, does not erase
them from existence.

There may be specified
reasons (this constituent group
happens to think there are), for
considerations of these matters
at this time. If they be budgetary,
let them be based on a rationale
for budget reduction. If they be
internal conflicts within CURW.
let them be resolved by
restructuring through a process
in which those groups
responsible take a part. And, if
they be the embarrassments that
certain staff in all of CURW have
caused to the university, let these
be declared and the university's
relationship made clear.

The issues are important. They
deserve all our efforts.

Williams
Terms
Continued from Page 6

for a "one night stand" with no
further performances upon which
his "reviews" will have any
effect. Had he been hired by
regular procedures, he would
have had to face the prospect of
continued employment or. at
least, professional criticism. Even
in the case of a visiting professor,
there is always someone, usually
the person he replaces, who
vouches for his intellectual
qua l i t y and scho la r l y
responsibility This. too. is
lacking. These procedures were
developed to protect the student
and to insure the high quality of
instruction at Cornell. To ignore
them is to open the way to
political bias, intellectual myopia
and debased teaching. Again, it
is not Mr. Boorstein who is of
central importance here, but the
principles involved. He may, in
fact, be offering an intellectually
honest and objective course but
the precedent established by the
procedures followed in hiring
him should be repudiated to
insure that someone less

Cruz Replies to Kahn
Continued from Page 6
challenged. at times with
jusitification and in other cases
with no justification at all.

There are two wrinkles in this
process which in all fairness to
the faculty and to ourselves
should be ironed out.

The first concerns certain
allegations which I made against
Professor (Tom _ E.) Davis,
chairman of the Economics
Department. I made the
allegations in my official capacity
as graduate advisor to the Cuban
Student Society, relying in good
faith on the word of persons
whose integrity I regard highly
and respect, and only for the
purpose of putting this issue in
its proper context in the current
debate on academic freedom at
Cornell Professor Davis denies
the allegations and has orally
threatened suit and in writing
asked for a retraction. The matter
has been referred to the
Ombudsman who will make
findings of fact and report on
them I have written to Dean
Kahn. Professor Davis, and the
Ombudsman that I will accept
her findings on the matter, since
I feel that this will go a long way
towards strengthening the
position of the Ombudsman as a
guardian of truth and academic
freedom at this University. I also
want to demonstrate our
continuing good faith in these
negotiations.

The second wrinkle concerns
my personal relationship to the
Government Department My
dealings with this department
have been stormy. Unfortunately,
not until very recently has any
written communication crossed
between us, so there is no record
of our respective positions. I
received a letter from the
Government Department which
in my judgment used impolite
and unwise wording. I retorted in

perhaps similar language. I
have been trying to make the
point with both the Economics
and the G o v e r n m e n t
Departments that even though I
am not a citizen of the United
States I have a right of free
speech on matters of public
importance contitutionally
guaranteed by the First and
Fourteenth Amendments so long
as I exercise good faith. This
principle has greatly been
expanded in recent years by
federal and New York courts. As
a Cuban exile, who left his
country bepause a totalitarian
regime would abridge my right of
free speech, I deeply resent any
interference with that right in the
United States. Therefore. I am
determined to speak out in good
faith on these current issues and
am unwilling to allow myself to
be pressured from any quarter
against speaking my mind.

In summary, it seems to me
that the Cuban student society
is at the same point from which
it started a month ago. at
the visiting team's one-yard line
and with dismal prospects of
ever scoring the field goal of a
lecture series financially
supported by the Arts College, let
alone the touchdown of a course.
I have personally broken
relations with the Government
Department in the hopes that
one of our Society's members
will continue negotiations with
them thus obviating the
deleterious effects of the existing
bad blood between Government
and myself. I have taken our
proposal to Sociology and to the
Economic undergraduate
committee of instruction.
Professor Aguilar is. to say the
least, impatient and .totally
turned off by the farcical
handling of the Boorstein course
and our course by the Arts
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honorable does not profit from it
to the detriment of the Cornell
student body.

Dean Kahn's final justification
for employing Mr. Boorstein
seems to me very naive. Mr.
Boorstein. we are told, is a "real,
live Marxist." We owe it to
ourselves to listen to him so that
we can understand how Marxists
think And. we do not have any
"real, live Marxists" presently on
the campus, so that Mr.
Boorstein offers a unique
opportunity to the Cornell
students Certain obvious
questions come to mind. Should
we have a man give a course, for
credit, to see how he thinks?
Would not a series of lectures
suffice? Or a colloquium or two?
Or even, reading his book? And.
how are we to know how he
thinks if he is the one who is both
presenting and interpreting the
material? Would not a course on
Marx, or Lenin, or Stalin, or a
host of other Marxists be a more
appropriate vehicle for
discovering how Marxists think?
This is how we teach how
philosophers think, or scientists
think, or artists think, or writers
think, and I wonder why it is not
appropriate for Marxists. Finally.
I cannot subscribe to the Dean's
feeling that Mr Boorstein is so
rare that we should eagerly grasp
the opportunity to examine his
mental processes. Dean Kahn
may not know any Marxists on
this campus but I am sure that all
the readers of the Cornell
Chronicle can come up with a
few people who fit the
description.

To sum up: I feel that the
appointment of Mr. Boorstein
was a mistake but a mistake
from which Cornell can profit. I
think we should recognize that
not all subjects can or deserve to
be presented as courses; that the
university is neither Hyde Park
nor a street corner for the
promulgation of opinions of all
sorts, but a forum for scholarship
in which the attempt is seriously
made to replace opinion with
knowledge; that academic
procedures are not merely
instruments for the preservation
of a reactionary establishment
but have also been devised to
protect the student and to
guarantee the high intellectual
and scholarly level of the courses
offered at Cornell. If we can
agree on these principles, then
the lapse of good judgment by
Dean Kahn and the Departments
of Government and Economics
may have done Cornell a favor.

faculty. Finally. I tend to agree
with Dean Kahn that if anything
good is to come of all this, it
might be the establishment of a
more efficient and just procedure
for handling student requests for
courses. Professor Boorstein.
nevertheless, is still teaching his
biased course and the Cuban
Student Society is still waiting for
the Messiah who will deliver
Cornell from academic
presentations totally weighted to

one side of the political
i

spectrum
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Calendar
November 6-12

Thursday, November 6
11:15 a.m. George Fisher Baker Lecture. "Selective

Reductions." Herbert C. Brown, professor. Department
of Chemistry. Purdue University. Clark 700.

4:15 p.m Lecture. "Was Homer an Illiterate
Improvisor?" Douglas Young, professor. Department of
Classics. McMaster University. Hamilton, Ontario.
Department of Classics, sponsor Ives 110.

7 and 9:15 p.m. 'Films. Tom Jones (7 p.m.) and Irma
la Douce (9:15 p.m.). Cornell Cinema Society, sponsor.
(Attendance limited to Cornell community.) Ives 120.

7:30 p.m. Cornell Constituent Assembly. Anabe!
Taylor Auditorium.

8:15 p.m. 'University Theatre production. A Day in the
Death of Joe Egg. by Peter Nichols. University Theatre,
Willard Straight.

8:30-10:30 p.m. Film (every half-hour). The Refiner's
Fire, by Rick Grossman '73. Sponsored by and held in
the Commons. Anabel Taylor.

Friday, November 7
4:30 p.m. Freshman football. Manlius. Lower Alumni

Field.
7 and 9 p.m. 'Cornell University Cinema. Faces,

directed by John Cassavetes, with John Marley. Gena
Rowlands, and Seymour Cassel. Statler Auditorium.

7 and 9:15 p.m. 'Films. Tom Jones and Irma la
Douce, (see Nov. 6). Ives 120.

8:15 p.m. 'Concert. Cornell University Glee Club,
conducted by Thomas A. Sokol. Bailey.

8:15 p.m 'University Theatre production. A Day in the
Death of Joe Egg (see Nov. 6). University Theatre,
Willard Straight.

8:15 p.m. Lecture. "A New United States Policy on
Chemical and Biological Warfare." "The Honorable
Richard D. McCarthy. Representative from New York.
Cornell University Lectures, and Program on Science.
Technology, and Society, co-sponsors. Moot Court
Room. Myron Taylor.

Saturday, November 8
11:30 a.m. Light-weight football. Navy. Lower Alumni

Field.
11:30 a m. Varsity soccer. Brown. Upper Alumni Field.
1:30 p.m. 'Varsity football. Brown. Schoellkopf Field.
7 and 9 p.m. 'Cornell University Cinema. Faces (see

Nov. 7). Statler Auditorium.
7 and 9:15 p.m. 'Films. Tom Jones and Irma la

Douce (see Nov. 6) Ives 120
8:15 p.m. 'University Theatre production. A Day in the

Death of Joe Egg. (see Nov. 6). University Theatre.
Willard Straight

8:15 p.m. 'Varsity polo. Yale. Cornell Riding Hall.
8:30 p.m. 'Fall Weekend concert. Al Kooper and

Richie Havens. Campus Chest, sponsor. Barton.

Sunday, November 9
11 a.m. Sage Chapel service. The Reverend John Lee

Smith, associate director for studies. Cornell United
Religious Work.

4 p.m. Concert. Chamber music by Coupenn and
Brahms. Robert Bloch, violin; George Green, violin and
viola; John Hsu. viola da gamba and cello; and Malcolm
Bilson, harpsichord and piano. Le Parnasse ou
I'apotheose de Corel Ii (Grand Sonade en Trio).
Couperin; Concert instrumental sous le litre d'apotheose
compose a la memoire immortelle de /'incomparable
Monsieur de Lully, Couperin; Quartet in A. opus 26. for
pianoforte, violin, viola, and cello. Brahms. Statler
Auditorium.

7 and 9 p.m. 'Cornell University Cinema. Black
Orpheus, directed by Marcel Camus. Statler Auditorium.

8-11 p.m Bound for Glory. Live WVBR broadcast from
The Commons with Phil Shapiro, with special guest.
Christine Bigelow. Sponsored by and held in The
Commons, Anabel Taylor.

Monday, November 10
1:20 p.m. Applied Mathematics Seminar. "Networks

that can Learn. Recognize, and Reproduce Patterns."
Stephen Grossberg. professor, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. 700 Clark.

4 p.m. Lecture. "New Delivery Systems for Civil and
Criminal Legal Services." William Sloan Greenawalt,
former Director of Legal Services. Northeast Region,
United States Office of Economic Opportunity; and
presently, a member of the firm of Royall. Koegal and
Wells. Cornell Law School Legal Aid. sponsor. Moot
Court Room. Myron Taylor.

4:30 p.m. Informal Concert. Cornell Symphonic Band,
conducted by Marice Stith. Memorial Room, Willard
Straight.

7 and 9 p.m. 'Cornell University Cinema. Black
Orpheus (see Nov. 9). Statler Auditorium.

7:30 p.m. 'Cornell University Cinema. Fall
Subscription Series. Thunder Over Mexico, directed by
Eisenstein and Alexandrov; and Storm Over Asia.
directed by Pudovkin. Drummond Studio, Lincoln.

8:00 p.m 'Film. Othello (attendance limited to Cornell
community). Cornell Cinema Society, sponsor. Ives 120.

8:00 p.m. 'Film Les Liaisons dangereuses. followed
by discussion by Alain Seznec. associate dean. College
of Arts and Sciences; director. Six-Year Ph.D. Program,
and associate professor, French. Romance Studies.
French-Russian Coop . sponsor. Memorial Room. Willard
Straight.

8:15 p.m. Lecture Series. Biology and Society. "Mans
Nature: Murder In Eden or the New Dogma of Man's
Origin" Robert Ascher. professor, vice-chairman.
Anthropology; chairman. Archaeology Undergraduate
Concentration. Bailey Hall.

8:15 p.m. 'Concert Chamber Music Series Berlin
Philharmonic Octet. Sonata No 3 in C Major for two
violins, cello and double bass: G Rossini; Octet (1958):
P. Hindemith; Octet in F Major, Opus 166: F. Schubert.
Statler Auditorium

8:30 and 9:30 p.m. Drama, presented by the Free
University Drama Class. Sponsored by and held in The
Commons. Anabel Taylor.

Wednesday, November 12
1:20 p.m. Applied Mathematics Seminar (see Nov

10). Professor Stephen Grossberg. 701 Clark
4:30 p m. University Faculty Meeting. Bailey.
7:30 and 9 p.m. 'Film. Charlie Chaplirj in The Gold

Rush. Association Internationale des Etudiants en
Sciences Economiques et Commerciales at Cornell
(A.I.E.SEC.) sponsor Ives 120.

7:30 and 9:30 p.m. 'Mu/ti Media: DreamworK, a
development of Cosmos II. presented by Theatre-
cosmos. Sponsored by and held in The Commons,
Anabel Taylor.

7:30-11 p.m. Folk Dancing with instruction. Cornell
Folk Dancers and Willard Straight Hall International
Committee, sponsors. Memorial Room. Willard Straight.

Special Events
FALL WEEKEND November 7-9

Exhibits
ANDREW DICKSON WHITE MUSEUM OF ART. The

Prints of Masuo Ikeda (closes Nov. 9) Kandinsky
Watercolors (Nov. 4-Dec. 14). Limited Edition of Birds
(1969) by Victor Colby (closes Nov. 9). Hours: Tuesday
through Saturday. 11 a.m. - 5 D.m. Sunday. 1-5 p.m.;
closed Monday.

JOHN M OLIN LIBRARY Rare Book Room. Gallery
and Lower Level. A Century and a Half of French
Illustrators. History of Science Collections: Fabulous
Animals.

*

L k
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Tuesday, November 11

11:15 a.m. George Fisher Baker Lecture. Herbert C.
Brown, professor. Department of Chemistry. Purdue
University "Hydroporation." 700 Clark.

1:20 p m. Applied Mathematics Seminar (see Nov
10). Professor Stephen Grossberg. 700 Clark.

4 p.m. Lecture. "From the Perspective of the
Recipient." Timothy Sampson, director of research and
program development. National Welfare Rights
Organization. First of series of five lectures titled.
"Perspectives on Poverty: Solutions to Welfare." College
of Human Ecology, sponsor. Ives 120.

8 p.m. 'Film. Othello (see Nov. 10). Ives 120.
8 p.m. Panel Discussion. "A Tale of Two Cities:

Making Schools Work." Moderator: Benjamin Nichols,
director. Teacher Preparation Louis Fuentes, principal.
Ocean Hill-Brownsville School, New York City; and
Luther Seabrook, director. Highland Park Free School,
Roxbury, Mass., panelists. Sponsored by Human Ecology
No. 372 and the Cornell Forum Ives 120.

8:15 p.m. Concert-Lecture. Sonic Arts Group: Robert
Ashley. Gordon Mumma. Alvm Lucier, and David
Behrman. Live Electronic Music. Sponsors: Committee
on University Lectures, Frederic J. Whiton Fund, and
New York State Council on the Arts. Goldwin Smith A.

URIS LIBRARY A Century and a Half of French
Illustrators.

VAN RENSSELAER ART GALLERY. Faculty Show:
Paintings by Michael Boyd (closes Nov. 7)

MCGRAW HALL. Department of Geological Sciences
(first floor, center hall). Fossils: Edible and Unusual
Mollusks: Mineral Deposits: Ore Minerals for Ferroalloy
Metals: Interg/acial Deposits along Cayuga Lake.

MCGRAW HALL. Department of Geological Sciences
(Room 130. Main (Center) Entrance) Special Exhibit
prepared by U.S. Geological Survey. "Infrared Studies-
Hawaii." (November 1-30)

THE COMMONS. ANABEL TAYLOR HALL. The Art of
Tom Lewis.

Cornell University Press
Religion and the Public Order, Number Five, by

Donald A. Gianella (November 7).
Paris Under Seige. by George J. Becker (November

24).

•Admission charged
Attendance at all events is limited to the approved

seating capacity of the hall.


